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Editorial

Vertebrate vision: Lessons from non-model species

1. Introduction
Amongst the senses, vision is perhaps the most intensely studied. In
part motivated by the dominance of sight in our own sensory experience, investigations into the structure and function of visual circuits
were amongst the earliest in neuroscience. More than a century ago,
pioneers like Cajal, Tartuferi and Golgi all left striking evidence of their
fondness for the neural structures that make up “The Vertebrate Retina”
[1]. This early body of work is frequently credited with pouring the
very foundations of modern neuroscience, unveiling for example that
nervous systems are built from the connections between ‘polarised’
neurons. And yet, another critical insight came this early: All vertebrate
eyes, from lampreys to humans, share what Cajal called “una gran
unidad estructural” – an overarching structural unity. Fundamental organisational principles include the existence of three nuclear and two
synaptic layers, with “bastones y conos” (rods and cones) on one end,
and “ganglionares” (retinal ganglion cells, RGCs) on the other, connecting the eye to the brain [2].
However, Cajal went on to note that animal eyes “[…] no recoge del
mundo exterior exactamente las mismas impresiones” – they do not gather
the exact same impressions from the exterior world. In an effort that
remains perhaps unparalleled till the present day, Cajal and his contemporaries studied the structural intricacies of not just a handful of
vertebrate retinas, but described a remarkable breath in the structural
peculiarities and specialisations that different animals evolved to see
their own world. From here, he concluded that the avian retina was “la
mas perfecta y complicada que existe” (the most perfect and complicated
that exists) [2]. From a visuo-behavioural point of view, this may not
surprise us. Species of birds soar through the skies at velocities that
exceed the speed-limits of man-made highways, spot prey from hundreds of meters above ground, or engage in elaborate and colourful
mating rituals – all of which require truly exceptional visual capabilities. For this, many birds feature six photoreceptor types, more
than a dozen macroscopically distinguishable strata in the inner
plexiform layer, and striking topographic regionalisations including at
times multiple foveas per eye [3]. And yet, when asked about the circuit
mechanisms that make avian retinas “work”, we must largely admit
defeat: for the most part, we simply do not know!
To date, studies into workings of avian retinas remain few and far
between. In fact, this is essentially the case for any vertebrate retina,
except for of a handful of mostly mammalian model species. A quick
PubMed survey using the search terms “(species) AND retina” (Fig. 1a)
reveals that with ∼15,000 hits each, papers published on the retinas of
non-primate mammals over the past ten years alone are as numerous as
all papers ever published on non-mammalian retinas. For primte retina,
including also clinical and psychology research, we only have to go
back as far as 2017 to exceed this number! This gulf between “model”
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and “non-model” species appeared in the early 1980s: 1983 was the last
year when the number of papers published on non-primate mammalian
retinas were on par with those on non-mammalian retinas, at ∼400
each (Fig. 1a–c). By 2018, this number had quadrupled to ∼1.6k for
non-primate mammals but plummeted to a mere ∼150 for non-mammalian species. Initially, this rise of non-primate mammalian retina
research was distributed over a handful of species, notably including
first rabbits, then rats, and finally mice (Fig. 1b). However, riding the
wave of modern neurogenetics over recent decades, mice have almost
completely taken over this field. Of the ∼1.6k mammalian retina papers published in 2018, around 70% were on mice. Similarly, although
much smaller in absolute numbers, the genetically accessible zebrafish
(reviewed in [4]) has since taken over much of the field of fish-retina
research (Fig. 1d)
Accentuated by the current exponential rise in the amount and
depth of data that can be gathered with modern experimental tools, we
appear to be rapidly steering towards a new state of the art in retina
research where the vast majority of insights are driven by at best a
handful of model species – ones like any other, with unique behavioural
repertoires, visual ecology and evolutionary history [5]. Taking a leap
back to Cajal’s early insights, what then will we do when it turns out
that mice evolved a certain retinal motif to solve a “mouse-problem”,
rather than a “vision-problem”? And how will we distinguish between
the two?
The current reliance on mice has led to unprecedented insights into
the workings of this animal’s visual system, which in turn lead to broad
and important insights beyond. The definition of neuron types, the
type-specific interconnections of neurons into circuit motifs, or their
computational consequences, these are all shining examples where
(mouse)-retina research has powerfully contributed to neuroscience in
general [6]. In fact, today’s understanding of the structure (e.g. [7–9]),
function, (e.g. [10,11]) and genetics (e.g. [12,13]) of the mouse retina
arguably ranks amongst the top amongst any complex neuronal network of the vertebrate brain (reviewed in [14]). And yet, if the goal is to
understand how “brains work”, it seems equally important to embed
this depth into the context of circuit solutions in diverse species, each
with their own behavioural repertoire, visual ecology, and evolutionary
history. Now more than ever, with the availability of high-throughput
experimental tools, is the time to ramp-up investigations into some of
these neglected retinas from non-model species, which exist across
virtually any niche of our planet’s ecosphere [5]. There are worlds out
there for us to learn more about how eyes work, from the extreme lightsensitivity of deep-sea fishes that concurrently express up to 38 variants
of rhodopsin [15], the possibility of colour vision in the dark based on
two spectral types of amphibian rods [16], or the extreme image velocities processed by the eyes of aerial predators [17].
This special issue brings together thirteen reviews, each
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Fig. 1. Retina publications 1950 – 2020. A-D, results from PubMed keyword searches “(species) AND retina” (etc). highlight publication trends in retina science over
the past seven decades, as indicated.

summarising what is currently known about vision in a different group
of vertebrates, and each highlighting which aspects may be particularly
worthy of future studies. We hope that this collection may serve as a
useful resource for thinking about vertebrate vision in a very general
sense, and perhaps inspire to integrate the one or other species into
ongoing research programmes. Any such efforts promise to be greatly
facilitated by the broadly conserved overall blueprint of vertebrate retinas. Likely, many techniques honed to explore one species’ retina can
be reasonably adapted to the next.
This special issue is organised by phylogeny relative to our own
lineage, featuring, in order, accounts of vision in lampreys, cartilaginous fish, deep-sea fish, reef fish, cichlids, archerfish, salamanders,
frogs and toads, snakes, chameleons, chickens, raptors and finally
ground squirrels (Fig. 2).

unusual, with many ‘displaced’ neurons and some projections that directly carry the photoreceptor output to the brain. Striking is also their
displaced retinal fibre layer, located between the inner plexiform- and
nuclear-layers. Furthering our understanding of what circuits and motifs we share with lampreys promises to open a powerful window into
the evolutionary past of vertebrate vision. It will also be instrumental in
any attempt to connect the dots between species. Next, Hart explores
what is currently known about vision in cartilaginous fish
(Elasmobranchii) which include sharks as well as rays and skates.
Diverging more than 400 mya, much of their retinal ultrastructure remains reminiscent of lampreys, however now featuring a ganglion cell
fibre layer at the retina’s outside boundary – and with amazingly thick
axons. Sharks additionally have extremely large horizontal cell somata
with stumpy dendrites. Like most marine mammals [18], most sharks
are cone-monochromats or even cone-devoid, and thus thought to be
colour blind. In contrast, rays and skates feature up to trichromatic
cone-vision. Beyond mostly electroretinograms, neither group’s retinas
have been functionally explored.

2. Jawless and cartilaginous fish
Our special issue kicks off with Fain’s account of vision in our most
distantly related sighted vertebrate, the lamprey. These jawless fish
(Agnata) diverged from our own lineage more than 500 million years
ago (mya), during the Cambrian. And yet, they already have all five
classes of retinal neurons, including a diverse photoreceptor complement. However, their retinal wiring is perhaps best described as

3. Bony fish
Staying within the aquatic environment, bony fish (Teleostei) next
offer a key window into the links between visual ecology and retinal
2
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Fig. 2. Retinal organisation and phylogeny of vertebrates. Schematic representations of retinal cross-sections from 16 vertebrates as indicated. Where possible,
all indicate peripheral retina. Care was taken to choose an approximately representative cross-section for a given group of animals, as far as possible. However, note
that some groups exhibit substantial variation which is not captured in this limited overview. Highlighted are representative neuron morphologies of photoreceptors
(multiple colours including grey for standard rods), horizontal cells (orange), bipolar cells (light red/pink), amacrine cells (green), and retinal ganglion cells (shades
of blue/purple). The phylogenetic tree (below) was built based on data from timetree.org. Schematics are inspired by published microscopy sections: lamprey [29];
“shark”: bull shark from [30]; “deep sea fish”: N. chemnitzii from [31]; “Reef fish”: Butterfly fish from [21]; Archerfish: [23]; “Cichlid”: Tilapia, courtesy of
Jacqueline Webb, as included in cichlid article; Zebrafish: [25]; Salamander: Axolotl from [24]; “Frog”: Bufo Bufo by Carola Yovanovich from corresponding article;
Snake: T. dorsatus (diurnal) by Einat Hauzman from corresponding article; “Chameleon”: C. calyptratus from [22]; chicken: [27]; “Raptor”: Buzzard from [28];
Ground squirrel: By Wei Li, from corresponding article; mouse: [32]; “primate”: human from [26].

design. Bony fish are both the most geographically diverse and the most
species-rich group of vertebrates, and we summarise some aspects of
their vision in four separate articles. First, De Busseroles and colleagues
review vision in the deep, where the sun scarcely penetrates and instead
bioluminescence lights the stage. The weird and wonderful eyes of
deep-sea fish include some of the most alien ones, built to catch photons
by any means possible. Here, dense rods routinely come staggered into
multiple banks or wrapped in bundles by internally reflecting tapeta.
However, owing to their inaccessibility and physiology adapted to life
under extreme water pressure, these may be amongst the last species to
reveal some of their no-doubt plentiful secrets to vision science. On the
opposite end of the water column, Cortesi and colleagues review vision
in reef fish, an extremely species-diverse and strikingly colourful group
of teleosts. Intricately linking species-specific behaviour, visual ecology
and retinal organisation, research of vision on the reefs has led to some
amazing insights into retinal adaptations and colour vision. In parallel,
freshwater species offer further insights into the links between photoreceptor types, spectral composition of the water environment, and –
critically – opsin evolution. Summarising this work on the example of
cichlids, Carleton and Yourick highlight the potential of this diverse
group of fish for studying organismal adaptation. Finally, Newport and
Schuster review fish vision in an immediate behavioural context: The
hunting ability of archerfish. These remarkable animals shoot down
insects from overhanging vegetation by way of a well-targeted jet of
water. Archerfish rarely miss, and they even anticipate where the insect
will land to ensure the falling prey is not stolen by a conspecific. All this
requires important specialisations in retinal and brain organisation, for
example to compensate for light breaking at the water surface.

modern multielectrode approaches. However, despite these many
technical advantages, we still lack physiological evidence for some of
the most intriguing questions in amphibian vision science: for example
the possibility of spectral rod-rod opponency [16], or if the frog retina
does indeed, as Lettvin famously suggested [19], feature so called “bug
detectors” – a supposed set of retinal ganglion cells that is so specific to
the sighting of a prey item that it can be directly wired to behavioural
programmes.

4. Amphibians

Taking to the skies, next up are the birds (Aves), here represented by
two articles. First, Seifert and colleagues review the retinal basis of
vision in chickens, whose retina is probably the best understood
amongst the birds. Detailed studies into workings and distribution of
their six photoreceptor types are complemented by the availability of
representative neuron morphologies for all retinal cell classes. This
highlights the extreme anatomical complexity of even this comparatively simple avian retina: already the outer plexiform layer is divided
into three strata with diverse photoreceptor and bipolar cell projections. The inner retina is then speckled with the arbours of retinal
ganglion cells, with some stretching across some ten strata while others
remain restricted to but a single one. However, despite this anatomical
groundwork, there is very little data on retinal physiology. Even less is
known about retinas of raptors, here reviewed by Potier, Mitkus and

5. Reptiles
Adopting a lifestyle entirely out of the water, we next include two
reviews on vision in terrestrial reptiles (Reptilia). First, Hauzman summarises vision in snakes (Serpentes), which offer key insights into photoreceptor evolution, following diverse species’ iterative switches between diurnal and nocturnal lifestyles. The result is a muddle of ‘rodlike cones’ or ‘cone-like rods’, blurring traditional divisions between
these groups of photoreceptors and highlighting the many trajectories
evolution will take to adjust a retina’s input capability to ever-changing
sensory demands. Taking a rather different and almost unique approach
to vision, Katz, Ari and Katzir introduce vision in chameleons – an
entirely diurnal group of arboreal lizards (Squamata) with otherworldly
turret-like eyes. A pronounced fovea, negatively powered lens [20], and
the ability to independently focus each eye are but three of their many
vision tricks that they use to great effect when locating and capturing
their insect prey.
6. Birds

Transitioning from the water to the land, amphibians (Amphibia) are
summarised in two articles, one on salamanders (Caudata) by Rozenblit
and Gollisch, and one on frogs and toads (Anura) by Donner and
Yovanovich. These animals offer unusually large cellular components
alongside extreme hardiness, both of which were instrumental to early
physiologists when they laid many of the foundations to today’s understanding of vertebrate vision. The huge photoreceptors of many
amphibians made it possible to obtain high signal-to-noise electrical
recordings, enabling detailed studies into the physiology and biochemistry of phototransduction in ciliary photoreceptors. Similarly, the
large and sturdy somata of retinal neurons facilitated sharp-electrode
recordings from across the retina, which continues to be helpful also for
3
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Kelber. Eagles, falcons or owls have long fascinated vision scientists
with their remarkable visual capabilities. For example, behavioural
studies and non-invasive physiology techniques indicate some of the
fastest flicker-fusion frequencies ever measured in a vertebrate [17],
rivalling those of many insects. Their retinas feature profound regional
specialisations, and are amongst the thickest of all vertebrates, jampacked with tiny neuronal processes that remain essentially unexplored.

[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

7. Mammals

[14]

Finally, amongst the mammals (Mammalia) one group of rodents
stands out for their potential to study crucial links between metabolism
and retinal performance: The ground squirrels. Li discusses what we
might yet have to learn from this diurnal rodent which near completely
disassembles its retina’s synaptic machinery during hibernation to
conserve precious energy. Unlike mice or rats, ground squirrels also
feature a cone-dominated retina alongside diverse inner retinal “bluegreen” opponent motifs that together potentially provide important
insights into circuit mechanisms for colour vision in our own eyes.
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